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REDUNDANT CONNECTIONS TO PICAFINA
PROBING DEVICE

longer active, or even if the selecting source is changed to a
different value. Another Way to look at it is that a latched
device has memory to keep a con?guration When instructed to
do so. A standard Wall light sWitch is an example of a latch
because it keeps the last state it Was set by a human being,

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

either on or off.

Measuring tip. The very tip of the measuring Wire, some

This is a continuation application of application Ser. No.
12/586,562, ?led Sep. 24, 2009, Whichissued as US. Pat. No.
8,335,551 B2 on Dec. 18, 2012. This application is also based
on, and claims bene?t of Provisional Application Ser. Nos.

times referred as electrode in current art, made of metal or

some other electrically conducting material. In current art

devices the measuring tip is generally at the end of a thin, stiff

61/194,515, ?led Sep. 29, 2008; and 61/198,029, ?ledNov. 3,

Wire, typically 100 micrometers diameter, separated by 100

2008.

micrometers, or more, While in our invention the measuring
tip is a metallic area as small as a feW micrometers, typically
5 micrometers but can be less or more according to the need,
separated by as little as 5 micrometers, at the surface of the
device of our invention. Current art is capable of manufactur
ing measuring tips for our invention that are less than one

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

Not Applicable
SEQUENCE LISTING OR PROGRAM

micrometer in diameter, and the shape is not necessarily

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

circular.
Multiplexer (MUX) a type of electronic sWitch With a
plurality of inputs and one single output, also With a number

Field of Invention

can select Which of the inputs Will be connected to the single

Not Applicable

20

of binary inputs capable of creating a binary address Which
25

This invention relates to cellular electrical measurements

output. (cf. Demultiplex).
Neural sensor. As used herein, the term “neural sensor”

means an implantable device for sensing neural signals.
Examples of neural sensors include microWire electrode

in general, for animals, including humans, and neuron elec
trical measurements in particular.

arrays, optical sensors, microWires, magnetic ?eld detectors,
De?nition of Terms

30

chemical sensors, and other suitable neural sensors Which are

knoWn to those of skill in the art upon consideration of the
To assert. In digital electronics it means to make a Wire on

present disclosure.
Pica?na. A supporting structure used by the main embodi

or off, as needed, or a set of Wires to be in any combination on

and off, as needed. In this context “on” an “off” generally
mean one of the tWo possibilities of a binary representation,

35

ment of our invention, generally similar to the devices used in
Deep Brain Stimulation but potentially With far more tips or

as on:5V, off:0V, onImagnetic ?eld up, off:magnetic ?eld

electrodes than DBS devices, Which is strong enough to alloW

doWn, on:light, off:dark, etc.

it to be inserted in the brain or other body structures, and
Which contains the necessary Wires for connecting the mea

B/H/D after a number, or in subindex, stands for binary/

hexadecimal (hex)/decimal number representation. For
example: 1010B:0AH:10D
Bus. A set of Wires grouped according to its function. For
example, the address bus is the set of Wires Which carries the
address value for something, the data bus is the set of Wires
Which carries the data, or numerical value for something.
Demultiplexer. A type of electronic sWitch With a single
input and a plurality of outputs, also With a number of binary
inputs capable of creating a binary address Which can select

suring tips and the address decoders With the controlling and
40

drinking straW (5 mm.), its lengthbeing the necessary to reach
the desired depth in the body. For smaller animals (as a

mouse), the pica?nas Would be accordingly smaller, both in
45

Which of the outputs Will be connected to the single input (cf.
demultiplexer that maintain the connection betWeen the
single input and the selected output even after the address is
out from its address port (it latches), or even if the address
changes to another value.
Integrated circuit. As used herein, the term “integrated
circuit” refers to a small-scale, electronic device densely

Background of the InventioniShort Introduction to
the Art
50

It is Well established that the neuron signals are electrically
propagating signals. The roots of this fact can be traced at
least to the Italian Luigi Galvani as early as 1771 With his

famous frog’s leg experiment.
55

This neuronal (electrical) tra?ic travels in both directions,
from either the brain or intermediate neurons to the muscles

packaged With more than one integrated, electrical compo
nent. The components are manufactured on the surface of
semiconductor material. There are various scales of inte
grated circuits that are classi?ed based on the number of

diameter and length, While for larger animals (as a Whale or an

elephant), the pica?nas Would be accordingly larger.

multiplexer). The device of our invention uses a demulti

plexer capable of also latching the output selection, that is, a

measuring instruments. For use human animals, he dimen
sion of a type I pica?na is approximately the siZe of a Wide

or other body parts, or from sensory organs (skin, taste buds,
vision rods and cones, etc.) to either other intermediate neu

rons or the brain. Measuring these signals is of importance for
60

at least tWo reasons: such measurements may give us a clue of

components per surface area of the semiconductor material,

hoW the brain Works; they may also help us to develop elec

including small-scale integration (SSI), medium-scale inte

trical actions on the nerves and on the brain to do things as to

gration (MSI), large-scale integration (LSI), very large-scale
integration (VLSI), ultra large-scale integration (ULSI)

epileptic seizures, etc. Accordingly, much effort has been put

Latch. A term used in digital electronics meaning the capa
bility to keep some particular con?guration, or output, or
logic, or selection, even after the selecting source, etc., is no

stop pain or to stop Parkinson’s disease tremor or to stop
65

into devices to measure the neuronal electrical activity. Eric

Kandel (Kandel (2000)) gives a good overvieW of the current
state of the art from the academic point-of-vieW, While Miguel

US 8,509,872 B2
3

4

Nicolelis (ed.) (Nicolelis (2008)) gives a current review of the

can be vieWed as neural sensors. This electrical measuring tip,

electrodes measuring devices directly related to the our inven
tion here disclosed.
Accordingly, to measure the neuronal electrical activity,

or neural sensor, is connected as needed to some usually

external measuring instrument (usually a voltmeter) after

being ampli?ed, this ampli?cation often occurring still inside

several measuring electrodes, or probes, or measuring pads,

the animal at the probe location. The electric potential at the

or measuring tips, henceforth most often referred to as “mea

neuron site is of the order of microvolts to millivolts. Often

suring tips” or simply “tips” have been developed.
The single tips used in the early days of the art have given

the electrodes, or probe, or tip, or pad, are held by equipment

place to multiple tips, and the siZes of said tips is much

micrometer precision, Which is needed to position it in close
vicinity to a neuron (Nicolelis (2008), ch 1, pgs 12-20)
The measuring tip has to be such that it can be placed
substantially close to the intended neuron, usually of the order

to help the researcher or neurosurgeon to move the tip With

smaller in current art. These multiple tips have a double
objective. One is to make simultaneous measurements, both
to collect more data, as Well as to investigate the correlation

betWeen the ?ring of different neurons. A second objective is

of a feW micrometers or even a fraction of a micrometer

associated With the Widely knoWn dif?culty of accurately

distance. The measuring tip itself has to be of a siZe compa

positioning said tips With its distal end at the precise area of
interest, at a precise position relative to any neuron, say, close

rable With the physical siZe of the system that is producing the
signals it is measuring, that is, of a siZe comparable With the

to a synapse, or to a particular neuron. With multiple tips, one

siZe of a neuron, or else it Will make contact With other nearby
systems, measuring averages from several neurons at the
same time. This means that the measuring tip has to have a
siZe on the order of one to a feW tens micrometers in diameter,

of them, by chance, may happen to be near one of the areas of
interest, so supporting devices With several tens, or even over

one hundred tips have been introduced. Yet, in spite of the

20

recogniZed need of better adjustment of the measuring point,
no real solution has been offered to this knoWn problem: hoW
to have a very large number of reading positions on the area
studied, for example a brain (or a spinal cord, or some nerve
bundle going to or from a ?nger, etc.). A device With more

if it is to measure an individual neuron. There are probes
intended to measure a group of neurons, and these can be

larger.
25

MicroWire Array Design for Chronic Neural Recordings” in
Nicolelis (2008) pg. 1, Where there are descriptions and pho

measuring tips, capable of measuring more points, and also
points that are closer to each other is needed. Note also that
the multi electrode arrays of current art cannot select a posi
tion a feW micrometers near a particular position, but only the
other electrode at the end of another Wire, that, because it is

Examples of multi electrode arrays in current use can be
seen at G. LeheW and M. A. L. Nicolelis “State-of-the-Art

tos of multi electrode arrays from 8 up to 128 electrodes or

tips. The problem With these electrodes is that they are on
30

individual, separated supporting Wires, one Wire for each tip,

separated by a supporting structure, can hardly be less than

Which increase the trauma on the animal, and prevent the

100 micrometers away. It folloWs that current art can only
make measurements at points Which is too far for the small
synapses that may measure just a feW micrometers. The
advantage, or even necessity, of having a larger number of
electrical tips to serve as electrical measuring points is knoWn

electrodes from being less than 100 micrometers separation
from each other. Scott J. Cruikshank and Barry W. Connors
(Cruikshank (2008)) and James F. A. Poulet and Carl C. H.
35

Petersen (Poulet (2008)) also discuss the needs, problems and
current state of the art of multi electrodes measuring devices.
Some of the current art devices are the electrode manufac

in the community, yet, despite much interest and Work

tured by Alpha Omega Engineering (http://WWW.alpha
omega-eng.com/microelectrods/sma.asp) (Alpha Omega

devoted to it, no solution Was ever proposed to this knoWn

problem. Indeed, given the pica?na diameter limitations,

there is an intrinsic limitation on the number of Wires that can 40 Engineering/PO Box 8l0/NaZareth lllit l7l05/lsrael/Tel
972-4-656-3327/Fax 972-4-657-4075/info@alphaomega
be carried inside it, Which in turn sets a limit on the number of

possible tips on its surface4or so is accepted by current art.
The small number of tips (electrical contacts) has been one of

eng.com)

the recognized problems associated With the art, a problem

concurrent measurements on several neurons. The multiplic

Many probes have several measuring tips, Which alloW

Which has never solved even though much effort has been put
to its solution. This is a problem that has been crying for
solution for a long time. This is the problem addressed and
solved by our invention.
Our invention is a pica?na With a much larger number of

45

tips than the current art devices, potentially of the order of

50

patient) to position said measuring tip next to a particular
neuron of such small dimensions. Ultimate measurement

location is adjusted by selecting one or other (or several) of
said tips or contacts. Tip selection is then made after insertion
of the probe in the general area from Which measurements are
to be made, as the researcher, or the neurosurgeon, sWitch the

many thousand tips. Besides disclosing a device With such a
larger number of tips, our invention discloses a method to

bring out the voltage values, Without Which the small diam
eter of said pica?nas Would not alloW such large numbers of
tips to send out the measured values using dedicated Wires, as

ity of tips also serves to adjust the exact point of measure
ment, because it is knoWn to be dif?cult for the researcher (in
a laboratory animal) or for the neurosurgeon (on a human

measuring equipment from one tip to the next until, after
55

dedicated Wires to each tip Would not ?t inside current art
pica?nas Which have to be as small as possible in order to
minimize trauma to the animal.

having ?ipped through many tips that produce no signal or
poor signal, he/she ?nds a tip that produces a good signal.
There are also multi tips devices Which alloW each tip to be

moved independently, usually forWard and backWards only.
Our invention offers an improvement on this change from one

BackgroundiDiscussion of Prior Art

60

measuring tip to another, making it easier and more e?icient.
Our invention also alloWs the investigator or the neurosur

The measuring tips or electrodes, as it is said Within the
neurology community, or neuron measuring electrodes or
tips, to be more precise, are in prior art made of small elec

trically conductive tips, physically attached to some support
ing structure, Which is usually small to be accommodated
inside the body of a living animal (including humans). They

geon to make concurrent measurements on neurons closer

together than previous art multi tip probes Which have to be
separated by the minimum distance of their supporting Wires,
65

Which is of the order of 100 micrometers or more.

lraZoqui-Pastor (lraZoqui-Pastor (2008)) discloses an
implantable device With multiple reading tips and a MUX

